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ABSTRACT
Flash SSDs have become the de-facto choice to deliver high I/O
performance to modern data-intensive workloads. These workloads
are often deployed in the cloud, where multiple tenants share ac-
cess to flash-based SSDs. Cloud providers use various techniques,
including I/O schedulers available in the Linux kernel, such as BFQ,
Multiqueue-Deadline (MQ-Deadline), and Kyber, to ensure certain
performance qualities (i.e., service-level agreements, SLAs). Though
designed for fast NVMe SSDs, there has not been a systematic study
of these schedulers for modern, high-performance SSDs with their
unique challenges. In this paper. we systematically characterize the
performance, overheads, and scalability properties of Linux stor-
age schedulers on NVMe SSDs with millions of I/O operations/s.
We report 23 observations and 5 key findings that indicate that (i)
CPU performance is the primary bottleneck with the Linux storage
stack with high-performance NVMe SSDs; (ii) Linux I/O schedulers
can introduce 63.4% performance overheads with NVMe SSDs; (iii)
Kyber and BFQ can deliver 99.3% lower P99 latency than None or
MQ-Deadline schedulers in the presence of multiple interfering
workloads. We open-source the scripts and datasets of this work at:
https://zenodo.org/records/10599514.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern flash-based NVMe solid-state drives (SSDs) are able to de-
liver millions of I/O operations per second (IOPS) and single-digit
microsecond-level latency [7, 11]. These SSDs are widely used in
multi-tenant cloud environments where their performance, band-
width, and latency are shared among multiple tenants or work-
loads [3, 5, 13, 28, 32, 38, 43, 44]. In multi-tenant cloud environ-
ments, there is commonly a scheduler of I/O requests designed to
deliver fairness with quality-of-service guarantees, also known as
service level agreements (SLA), for the cloud services [38, 44].

Designing a fair, high-performance, low-overhead I/O scheduler
has been a topic of extensive research over the past decade, with
studies focusing on providing proportional performance sharing
with request scheduling [1, 26, 40, 46, 52, 56, 57], low latency guar-
antees [27, 39, 42], and SSD-supported features acceleration [29,
31, 54]. Despite these studies, the emergence of high-performance
NVMe SSDs has created multiple unique challenges for storage
schedulers (or I/O schedulers) that have not been systematically
studied or characterized. These unique challenges come from three
distinct dimensions that we cover in this study: (i) performance
overheads from the complex storage software stack on fast SSDs; (ii)
scalability challenges in the presence of highly concurrent I/O op-
erations on NVMe SSDs; and (iii) interference management among
competing I/O requests at high CPU loads.

Firstly, state-of-the-practice I/O schedulers available in Linux
(BFQ, MQ-Deadline, and Kyber) are not yet studied at the per-
formance scale of millions of IOPS which modern NVMe SSDs
can deliver. At this scale, small overheads from the Linux storage
stack become a performance bottleneck [51, 55]. These overheads
come from operational complexity (dispatching, merging, sorting,
and staging I/O requests) that determine the maximum perfor-
mance a scheduler can deliver. Various enterprise software recom-
mends using no scheduler (also known in Linux as None) on high-
performance SSDs to limit or eliminate these overheads [49, 50].
However, in this work, we demonstrate that this decision can sacri-
fice the quality of service and fairness among workloads. Secondly,
modern server machines are highly parallel with multiple CPU
cores and SSDs with parallel I/O queues. Here, overheads related to
locking, synchronization, and queue management become the key
performance bottlenecks. Thirdly, the widely-adopted flash-based
SSDs have different read and write performance characteristics,
and the reads and writes interfere with each other [20, 25]. This
interference creates challenges for I/O schedulers to fairly schedule
mixed read-write workloads. Furthermore, a shared environment
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brings new challenges to I/O schedulers [30, 32, 45] since workloads
have diverse I/O requirements. For example, throughput-bound
workloads like batch analytics (e.g., Spark) require high IOPS, and
real-time workloads like interactive queries [16] expect low, pre-
dictable latencies. I/O schedulers need to provide SLA guarantees
to satisfy these requirements across all the tenants, possibly si-
multaneously [37, 41, 47, 48]. There have been attempts to design
SSD-aware schedulers [27, 46, 52, 56] (including Linux Kyber [8]).
However, the performance of these state-of-the-practice schedulers
(available in the Linux kernel) has not been studied or quantified
on high-performance NVMe SSDs with millions of IOPS. To sum-
marize, the high performance, scale, and interference properties
of modern NVMe SSDs motivate us to systematically study and
characterize the performance of Linux I/O schedulers.

In this study, we aim to measure, quantify, and analyze overheads
from three widely available Linux storage I/O schedulers, BFQ [1],
Kyber [8], and MQ-Deadline [9] on flash-based NVMe SSDs (§2).
We start our investigation by studying the performance (expressed
as IOPS or latencies) using fio, a widely used microbenchmark
with the high-performance io_uring storage engine [19] on our
8 NVMe SSDs setup with a peak performance of 5.9 million 4KiB
IOPS (see Table 1). We specifically motivate and investigate the
following research questions (RQ) around the performance and
overheads of Linux I/O schedulers with the key findings (KF):

(RQ1) What is the CPU overhead for modern fast NVMe
SSD devices? Can the Linux storage stack saturate multiple NVMe
SSDs? This research question is important to establish the baseline
performance of the SSDs around which the rest of the scheduler
analysis is done. The key motivation for this question is to estab-
lish under which configurations the CPU cores or SSDs become a
bottleneck, and how they influence the performance of I/O sched-
ulers. KF-1: for high-performance NVMe SSDs, the CPU is the key
bottleneck (even with the None scheduler), thus making the scheduling
“efficiency” of I/O schedulers a key factor in the performance delivered
to the workloads (§3).

(RQ2)What are the scheduler overheads, and how do these
overheads scale with the I/O and device concurrency? NVMe
devices have deep I/O queues with multiple parallel queues. Hence,
typically it takes multiple requests to saturate a single device. Here
we study the overhead of I/O scheduling and how it scales with
concurrent requests when requests come from a single workload
(intra-process) and multiple workloads (inter-process). KF-2: once
the CPU becomes the bottleneck, the Linux I/O schedulers can induce
63.4% overheads in throughout and 50× increase in the P99 latencies
over the None scheduler. We also report that the presence of multiple
SSDs helps to reduce overheads associated with the device-specific
locking and synchronization overheads (§4).

(RQ3) How can I/O schedulers help to control interference
in the presence of competing workloads, specifically latency-
vs-bandwidth and read-vs-write? These kinds of mixed work-
loads are quite common in the cloud/enterprise settings. Hence,
it is important to study what are the scheduler overheads in this
scenario. The extent of the interference typically governs what kind
of SLAs (99 percentile, worst-case performance scenarios) storage
service providers can offer to their tenants. KF-3 and KF-4: Kyber
and BFQ can provide good bounded performance in the presence of

Table 1: Details of the benchmarking environment.

Component Configuration
CPU Single socket Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4210R CPU 10 cores

@ 2.40GHz, Hyper-threading disabled, Turbo disabled.
Memory 256GB, DDR4.
Storage 8× Samsung 980 PRO 1TB, Average latency (r/w):

∼68/15 𝜇s, peak random read IOPS: 1M@4KiB/device
at the queue depth 32.

Software Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux kernel v6.3.8 (released
April’23), fio v3.35, SPDK 22.09.

interference when the CPU is not the bottleneck, however, BFQ suf-
fers from performance scalability overheads. Hence, we conclude that
overall Kyber is the best fit Linux I/O schedulers for SSDs (§5).

(RQ4) How do a scheduler configuration parameters af-
fect the schedulers’ behavior on competing workloads? The
Linux I/O schedulers provide tunable parameters, which affect the
schedulers’ behavior. Based on our empirical findings, we further
present a detailed analysis of the Kyber scheduler which is specifi-
cally designed for modern SSDs. It has two unique configuration
parameters: read and write target latencies. We perform a configu-
ration space exploration for Kyber. KF-5: Kyber can be configured
to prioritize latency or total throughput by tuning its read and write
target latencies, but not both (§6).

Our key contributions in this work include:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first-of-its-kind
systematic study about overhead quantification and charac-
terization of state-of-the-practice I/O schedulers with modern
NVMe SSDs, exploring their performance, scalability, and
interference patterns, resulting in 23 observations and 5 key
findings.

• Weexplore the configuration space of Kyber, an SSD-optimized
scheduler. We report that Kyber has the least amount of CPU
overhead, and it can provide bounded performance in the
presence of read/write interference.

• To facilitate reproduction, we open-source the design and im-
plementation of our code and datasets at https://github.com/
stonet-research/icpe24_io_scheduler_study_artifact. Perma-
nent link: https://zenodo.org/records/10599514.

2 BENCHMARKING ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we present details about the benchmarking environ-
ment, workloads used, and selected Linux storage schedulers.

2.1 Hardware and Software
We use fio [4] as the workload generator with the io_uring I/O
engine [14, 19, 51]. Our setup is able to deliver a peak random
read performance of 3.4 Million IOPS with the Linux storage stack
under Linux v6.3.8 (5.9 Million IOPS with SPDK that by-passes
the kernel), and an average read latency of 68 𝜇s (4KiB, with a
queue depth of 1, QD=1); hence, creating a unique opportunity
to study I/O schedulers in this high-performance I/O setup. We
use three metrics to evaluate the performance of the Linux I/O
schedulers: throughput, latency, and CPU usage. We measure the
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throughput as I/O operations completed per second (IOPS). La-
tency measurements focus on the tail latency where we report 99
percentile latencies (P99) with a complete CDF distribution. The
average CPU usage is measured using fio, which reports “the CPU
time used by the process/run time”. CPU usage = 1 means that the
process uses a whole CPU core. fio gets the resource usage with
the Linux getrusage system call [6]. We precondition the flash
SSDs according to [18], by sequentially writing the entire device,
then randomly writing 4KiB blocks with a total of 2TiB data. Each
device can deliver 1MIOPS@4KiB random read according to the
specification. However, we only get ∼770 KIOPS with 4KiB random
read workload after the preconditioning.

2.2 Workload Patterns and Methodology
We focus on two kinds of applications in this work, latency-sensitive
and throughput-bound. We use L-app to represent latency-sensitive
applications such as database queries and T-app to represent throughput-
bound applications such as batch processing jobs like Map-Reduce.
We use three kinds of synthesized workloads to simulate these two
kinds of applications:

(1) L-app (latency-sensitive application) generates requests of
4KiB block sizes with an I/O depth of 1 (only one outstanding
request at a time, we also refer to the I/O depth as queue
depth or QD in the following sections).

(2) T-4KiB-app (small I/O, throughput-bound application with
4KiB block size) generates requests of 4KiB block sizes with
an I/O depth of 128. With 4KiB block size, a single core can
not saturate the evaluated Samsung SSD on our setup. We
use T-4KiB-apps to show the effect of I/O schedulers on I/O
performance when the CPU is the bottleneck.

(3) T-64KiB-app (large I/O, throughput-bound application with
64KiB block size) generates requests of 64KiB block sizeswith
an I/O depth of 128. With the 64KiB block size, the evaluated
Samsung SSD can be saturated with a single CPU core in our
setup for all I/O schedulers. We use T-64KiB-apps to show
the effect of I/O schedulers when the SSD is the bottleneck.

Experiments with read-only workloads run for 150 seconds (2 min-
utes + 30 seconds warm-up time) since the read performance of
flash-based SSDs is stable. For applications that issue writes, we run
each experiment for 12 minutes (6 minutes + 6 minutes warm-up
time) with 5 repetitions to get stable results, we report both the
average value and standard deviation.

2.3 I/O Schedulers Under Study
The Linux kernel has four multi-queue enabled I/O schedulers:
None, BFQ [1], Kyber [8], and MQ-Deadline [9]. For this study, we
use the default configuration of each scheduler as they are the most
likely used configurations for real workloads. For Kyber we further
explore the configuration space to synthesize guidelines (§6).

None is the default I/O scheduler for NVMe devices that is recom-
mended often to reduce the scheduling overheads with fast NVMe
storage devices [49, 50]. Technically, None is not an I/O scheduler
since it dispatches I/O requests to the NVMe driver immediately
when it gets a new request without reordering the requests. Due
to its simplicity, None has the lowest overheads among all I/O
schedulers. Hence, we select it as the baseline scheduler.

MQ-Deadline is the multi-queue version of the Deadline sched-
uler [2]. The main goal of MQ-Deadline is to guarantee the start
service time for a request. MQ-Deadline maintains two read-write
queue pairs, a sorted queue pair and a FIFO queue pair.MQ-Deadline
issues I/O requests in increasing sector orders (from the sorted
queue) unless there is a request that violates the service dead-
line (from the FIFO queue). When the service deadline is violated,
MQ-Deadline issues the request from the FIFO queue.

BFQ (Budget Fair Queuing) is a proportional-sharing I/O sched-
uler that is designed to provide fair bandwidth sharing and low
latency for latency-sensitive applications. BFQ associates each pro-
cess with an internal request queue and a budget according to each
process’ weight in the number of sectors. BFQ uses worst-case fair
weighted fair queuing+ (WF2Q+) [15] to select the next queue to
service and exclusive device access is given to the selected queue
until its I/O budget is used up or a timeout happens. To provide low
latency for real-time applications such as video players, BFQ uses
heuristics to detect applications that are sensitive to latency and
gives them higher priority. BFQ is the most complex Linux kernel
I/O scheduler (BFQ is ∼10,000 LOC, against ∼1,000 LOC for Kyber
and MQ-Deadline), and is believed to have the highest overhead
among the Linux I/O schedulers [1, 12].

Kyber is designed for fast multi-queue devices to deliver low
latency for reads. It is based on a heuristic that a process that issues
a read I/O request usually waits for the request to finish and the
data to be available (synchronous completion). In contrast, a pro-
cess that issues a write I/O request usually can continue executing
before the writes are finished (asynchronous completion). Thus,
Kyber prioritizes reads over writes, but not to the extent where
writes are starved. To achieve high responsiveness, Kyber prevents
requests from building up on the device side with tokens. A detailed
description of how Kyber works is presented in §6.

3 BOTTLENECK ANALYSIS: CPU OR NVME

We start our analysis by characterizing the performance of Samsung
NVMe devices with the None scheduler to explore how CPU or
NVMe devices become a bottleneck. Figure 1 shows our results. In
the graphs, each line (same block size, increasing QD) has a hook
shape: as QD increases, the throughput grows fast (x-axis), while
the latency remains stable. At a certain turning point, the latency
starts to grow fast with throughput remaining the same (because of
queuing delays). This turning point is called the saturation point
or knee point. At the saturation point, either the CPU or the SSD
becomes the bottleneck.

3.1 What throughput and latency can a single
SSD and a single CPU core deliver?

To answer this question, we configure a single SSD with a sin-
gle CPU core and issue a random read workload. We measure the
throughput and latency as we increase the number of outstanding
requests (i.e., queue depth). Figure 1a shows the throughput as
IOPS (x-axis) with the average latency (y-axis, the lower the bet-
ter) for multiple queue depths (points on the lines). In this setting,
we report that the performance of request sizes smaller than or
equal to 4KiB are similar in nature, all saturating at a queue depth
of 64 with 370KIOPS as the peak performance. After this point,
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Figure 1: Throughput and latency of a Samsung 980 PRO 1TB with varying queue depth and number of processes.

increasing the queue depth leads to further queuing delays, hence
an increase in the latency. At this point, the CPU is the primary
bottleneck as it is 100% utilized, yet the SSD device itself is not satu-
rated (Observation-1, O-1). For request sizes greater than 4KiB, the
throughput decreases proportionally, and the CPU gets saturated
at shallow queue depths, hence, the latencies start to increase.

3.2 How does the performance scale as we
increase the number of CPU cores or SSDs?

In the subsequent experiments, we increase the number of CPU
cores with one SSD (Figure 1b) and then the number of SSDs (Fig-
ure 1c). We observe in Figure 1b that with 4 cores (denoted as 4p, or
processes), a single SSD is saturated with the peak performance of
774 KIOPS. In Figure 1c, we continue to scale the number of CPU
cores with all 8 SSDs (the max possible). The figure shows that
the peak performance shifts from 774KIOPS (from Figure 1b) to
3.4MIOPS for 10 CPU cores (and 16 as well). In this configuration, all
10 CPU cores are 100% utilized and this is the peak performance the
Linux kernel can deliver with the io_uring engine (bounded by the
CPU performance). We also plot the SPDK performance, which is a
high-performance, kernel-bypass storage stack [10]. With SPDK, it
takes 6 CPU cores (“6p SPDK” line) to deliver 5.2MIOPS, saturating
the SSDs (within 85% of the peak possible 6.2MIOPS (8×774 KIOPS)
that our hardware should deliver). This demonstrates that SPDK
(1.3MIOPS/core) is still the state-of-the-art storage stack, which is at
least 3.6× more efficient (single core peak IOPS performance with 8
SSDs, “1p” and “1p SPDK” lines in Figure 1c) than the Linux storage
stack (370 KIOPS/core) (O-2). SPDK can deliver higher throughput
than the Linux storage stack when the CPU is the bottleneck be-
cause SPDK is more CPU efficient than the Linux storage stack.
Previous study shows that SPDK needs fewer CPU instructions to
process each I/O request than the Linux storage stack [51].

3.3 Summary
What is the key resource bottleneck for the L-app, T-4KiB-app, and T-
64KiB-app? The key finding (Key Finding, KF1) here is that as the
NVMe device speeds are improving, the CPU becomes the primary
bottleneck. Modern fast NVMe storage devices like Samsung 980
PRO 1TiB, can require more than a single CPU core to saturate
the performance of the SSD. On our setup, L-apps (QD=1), and
T-4KiB-apps (QD=128) are bounded by the CPU performance. We
report that the T-4KiB-app needs at least 4 T-4KiB-apps on 4 CPU
cores to saturate a single SSD. The T-64KiB-app can saturate a
single SSD with only one CPU core (not shown). Hence, the age-old

mantra of “CPU is fast, I/O devices are slow” does not hold anymore
for modern fast NVMe SSDs (O-3). We answer RQ1 by identifying
when the CPU or the SSD becomes a bottleneck (the inflection or
saturation points). With the Linux I/O stack, the CPU can only
deliver 51.6% of the peak hardware throughput (3.2MIOPS out of
a possible 6.2MIOPS) before it becomes the bottleneck. When we
introduce an I/O scheduler to deliver a quality-of-service (QoS) in
this setting, it also competes for the CPU cycles. The operational
complexity of the scheduler determines the raw performance loss
that is traded to deliver a quality-of-service (QoS). In the following
section, we study the impact of I/O schedulers (§4), and quantify
the performance loss and QoS in the presence of competing tenants
with interference (§5).

4 I/O SCHEDULER SCALABILITY
In the previous section, we show the baseline performance and
overhead between a CPU and NVMe devices without I/O sched-
ulers with multiple concurrent requests and processes. We report
that a single process gets 370 KIOPS at the queue depth (QD) of 64,
and the Linux storage stack can not fully saturate 8 SSDs even with
16 T-4KiB-apps (100% CPU utilization). In this section, we introduce
I/O schedulers and answer the RQ2 about how the performance
and overheads scale with increasing amounts of concurrency with
NVMe devices with I/O schedulers. We evaluate the scalability
by analyzing workload throughput (IOPS) and tail latency (P99)
with a varying number of hardware resources. Specifically, we
measure the scalability of both latency-sensitive and throughput-
bound workloads across 2 resource axes: number of SSDs and CPU
cores. We look at both intra- and inter-process scalability. Intra-
process scalability refers to configurations where we increase the
concurrency within a single process by increasing the number of
concurrently issued outstanding I/O requests. With inter-process
scalability, we increase the concurrency by increasing the number
of parallel processes while keeping the concurrency within each
process fixed. The expectation here is that multiple processes exer-
cise the scheduling, locking, and synchronization overheads within
the scheduler.

4.1 Scheduler Overheads on Latency
What are the scheduler overheads, and howdo they scalewith
increasing I/O concurrency? In this section, we study the impact
of I/O concurrency overheads from schedulers on latency-sensitive
applications (L-app). For this, we study the intra- (Figure 2) and
inter-process (Figure 3) concurrency overheads. For intra-process
concurrency, we have a single process (pinned to a core) that
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Figure 2: Intra-process scalability latency CDFs with increasing queue depth (QD); Note the different x-axis scale for (e).
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Figure 4: CPU usage for intra/inter-process concurrency.

issues 1, 16, 32, 64, or 256 outstanding requests at a time. For this
process, the latency CDF is shown in Figure 2 (annotations are for
P99 latency). There are two key observations here. Firstly, for the
concurrency of 1 and 16, the latency profile shape of different I/O
schedulers looks quite similar. This is due to the fact that as we
increase concurrency for a single process, the CPU load increases
but still remains under 100%, hence having spare capacity (Fig-
ure 4a). We still report that P99 latencies increase up to 73.9% for
all schedulers (from 78.3 to 136.2 𝜇s). As long as the CPU is not 100%
utilized, all three schedulers have comparable performance (O-4).
Secondly, when the CPU load is 100% (at QD=32), the scheduler per-
formance starts to diverge significantly (Figure 2 (c–e)). Hence, there
is a clear number of outstanding requests where BFQ introduces the
maximum overheads (43.2% over the None scheduler for QD=256) (O-
5). The overall P99 latencies deteriorate from 77.3–79.4 𝜇s (QD=1)
to 806.9–1,155.1 𝜇s (QD=256), due to the CPU overheads (as we
show previously that a single app can not saturate a single SSD).

In the case of inter-process concurrency (multiple concurrent
L-apps pinned on a single CPU core with each having QD=1), the
latencies deteriorate faster than the intra-process configurations
as shown in Figure 3. With the inter-process setup, the Linux ker-
nel has to deal with multiple concurrent processes and associated
abstractions and overheads (scheduling, context switching, virtual
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Figure 5: L-app inter-process scalability (10 cores, 1 SSD);
Note in (b) the y-axis is the CPU usage, which is from [0–10],
representing 10 CPU cores.

memory). In a single process case, many of these overheads could be
amortized or eliminated. Hence, we also report that the single CPU
core where all of these concurrent processes are pinned is saturated
with QD=16 via 16 processes as shown in Figure 4b. In comparison,
the intra-process saturation point is at QD=32. Overall as the con-
currency increases, the inter-process P99 latencies are approximately
4× higher than their intra-process latencies (O-6). For example, at
QD=256 concurrency, the intra-process and inter-process P99 la-
tencies with Kyber are 1,003.5 𝜇s and 4,227.1 𝜇s, respectively.

We further experiment with the inter-process setup with all
10 cores, thus no pinning and restricting the performance to a sin-
gle core. We show the results in Figure 5. An interesting observation
is that with more CPU cycles being available (single core to 10 cores),
all the schedulers improve their P99 latencies and bring it closer to
their single CPU core, intra-processes performances (Figure 2e), due
to the reduction of process scheduling and context switches (O-7).
Kyber and None improve much better than BFQ and MQ-Deadline.
Their performances are closer to each other with overlapping lines
in Figure 5a. BFQ has 1.57×worse P99 latency than its intra-process
counterpart. Both BFQ andMQ-Deadline have more slanted shapes,
thus having higher P50 and P75 latencies than None and Kyber.
This behavior can be explained by their CPU utilization as shown
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Figure 6: Normalized heatmap for P99 tail latency differences
(scale from 0–60×) for various concurrency levels (y-axis,
1–256) achieved with (a) QD increase with a single process
(intra-process) with 1 CPU core; (b) increasing the number
of processes with 1 QD on 1 CPU core (inter-process); and
(c) increasing the number of processes with 1 QD on 10 CPU
cores (inter-process). The baseline is the None scheduler with
1 concurrency (bottom left box with 1.0 value).

in Figure 5b where BFQ andMQ-Deadline have significantly higher
CPU utilization than Kyber and None. With 64 processes, both BFQ
and MQ-Deadline are CPU-bounded and thus experience quick
degradation of latencies. For 256 processes (for which Figure 5a
shows the latencies), None and Kyber use 7 out of 10 CPU cores
whereas BFQ and MQ-Deadline use all 10. These observations sum-
marize that among the three schedulers under study, Kyber is the most
light-weight, while BFQ is the most CPU intensive and complex (O-8).

In order to visualize the difference between intra- and inter-
process latencies overheads we also plot a normalized heatmap in
Figure 6. Here we illustrate P99 latencies degradation (normalized
to the 1 concurrency with None scheduler) as we increase the level
of concurrency in the system (the y-axis, from 1–256) in three
configurations: intra-process (1 CPU core), inter-process (1 CPU
core), inter-process (10 CPU cores). The heatmap shows that up to
a concurrency of 8, the P99 latencies increase slowly over the None
scheduler, and intra-process counterparts (the baseline, showing
the normalized value of 1.0). Between 8–16 concurrency, the CPU
becomes the bottleneck, and at this point, the deterioration starts very
quickly reaching higher than 50× for inter-process overheads on a
single CPU for all schedulers (O-9).

4.2 Scheduler Overheads on Throughput
We now bring our attention to the throughput-bounded T-apps
where we measure peak throughput (IOPS) and show what scal-
ability and overheads are observed by such workloads with I/O
schedulers. In this section, we study four specific questions regard-
ing the scalability properties of the CPU cores and SSDs:

Firstly, what are the scheduler overheads for the throughput-
bounded applications, andhowdo they scalewith the number
of CPU cores?We start with reporting the scheduler performance
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Figure 7: T-app inter-process scalability (10 cores, 1 SSD) with
an increasing number of T-4KiB-apps.
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Figure 8: Combined lock overhead of T-4KiB-apps with an
increasing number of concurrent processes.

(in IOPS) as we increase the number of T-4KiB apps. Recall from §3
that a single T-4KiB-app can not saturate a single SSD, and at least
3–4 T-4KiB-apps are needed to saturate a single SSD with the None
scheduler. Figure 7 shows scalability results in throughput (IOPS,
y-axis, higher is better) for multiple T-4KiB-apps (x-axis) on a single
SSD. There are two key observations here. Firstly, the Kyber sched-
uler performs very closely to None, where both reach the peak sin-
gle SSD performance of 785.7 KIOPS with 3 processes. For reference,
we also have a line for SPDK that can deliver 790.6 KIOPS with a sin-
gle CPU core, thus demonstrating a wide gap between the in-kernel
and kernel-bypass (SPDK) storage stacks. Secondly, both BFQ and
MQ-Deadline can not reach the peak device throughput with any
number of concurrent T-4KiB-apps. BFQ and MQ-Deadline deliver
a peak performance of 315.3 KIOPS (0.40× of the peak 785.7 KIOPS)
and 569.2 KIOPS (0.72× of the peak 785.7 KIOPS), respectively. This
loss represents a significant performance degradation, and we conclude
that BFQ and MQ-Deadline are unsuitable to be used with modern
NVMe SSDs (O-10). The reason for this performance degradation is
related to each scheduler’s complexity, CPU utilization, and scala-
bility bottlenecks, specifically lock contention.

Figure 7b shows the CPU utilization where we report that de-
spite having CPU available (not all 10 CPU cores are 100% utilized
until 10 processes), both BFQ and MQ-Deadline suffer from sig-
nificant lock contention, thus limiting their performance scalabil-
ity. To further analyze their CPU utilization behavior, we break
down the CPU utilization of these I/O schedulers. We count the
total number of CPU cycles (cpu-cycles counter with the Linux
perf framework) and classify lock-related CPU cycles by attribut-
ing them to specific lock-related functions: native_queued_spin-
_lock_slowpath, _raw_spin_lock, _raw_spin_lock_irq, _raw-
_spin_lock_irqsave, and mutex_lock. We then plot the fractions
of CPU cycles spent in such lock-related functions in Figure 8.
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Figure 9: T-app inter-process scalability (10 cores, 10 concur-
rent T-4KiB-apps) with an increasing number of SSDs.

From these graphs, we observe that even for one SSD, BFQ and
MQ-Deadline spend a significant fraction of their CPU cycles on
locking/synchronization functions (as high as 78.0% for 10–15 pro-
cesses). Increasing the number of available SSDs from 1 to 8 (Fig-
ure 8b) reduces the overall CPU cycles spent in lock-related func-
tions for BFQ and MQ-Deadline significantly, by up to 67.1%, sug-
gesting device-specific nature of these locking overheads. Yet even
in this case, almost a quarter of CPU cycles (up to 27.1%) are spent
on the locking-related functions. In comparison, Kyber only spends
14.7% (single SSD) to 6.2% (8 SSDs) of CPU cycles on lock-related
functions. Based on this analysis, we conclude that locking is the
cause of bottleneck for scalability of BFQ and MQ-Deadline and must
be urgently tackled (O-11). As of January 2024, Linux kernel devel-
opers have also identified this locking issue and are improving the
scalability of the BFQ and MQ-Deadline schedulers [35, 36].

Secondly, how does the performance scale in the presence
of lock-related overheads with the number of NVMe SSDs?
Figure 9 shows our results as we study the performance scalabil-
ity properties of the schedulers (as IOPS, on the y-axis, higher is
better) with 10 T-4KiB-apps (fixed) when we increase the number
of SSDs from 1 to 8 (x-axis). In this experiment, the relative over-
heads and ranking of I/O schedulers remain the same, where Kyber
performs the best, followed by MQ-Deadline and lastly BFQ. The
performance of BFQ and MQ-Deadline improves sub-linearly from
286KIOPS and 489KIOPS with a single SSD to 1.25MIOPS and
1.90MIOPS for 8 SSDs, respectively. An interesting observation
here is that even with a single SSD, the CPU load for BFQ and
MQ-Deadline is 100% for all 10 CPU cores, yet the performance im-
proves as the number of SSDs increases. We speculate (not verified)
that this is due to the presence of device-specific locking that exists
for a single device, but the presence of multiple devices offers more
opportunities for parallelism without being restricted by a single
device lock. In the case of Kyber and None, they reach the CPU
saturation points with 4 and 5 SSDs, respectively, thus showing
IOPS scaling up to those points, delivering a peak performance of
2.63MIOPS (Kyber) and 3.42MIOPS (None).

Thirdly, what is the peak performance that various I/O
schedulers can provide in Linux? We run the full hardware
configuration with 10 CPU cores, 8 SSDs, and vary the number of
processes from 1 to 15, and measure the peak IOPS performance
of different I/O schedulers. Figure 10 shows our results. There are
three specific observations from this experiment. Firstly, there is
a clear order in terms of performance among the schedulers (in
ascending order): BFQ (1.26MIOPS), MQ-Deadline (1.90MIOPS),
Kyber (2.67MIOPS) and None (3.42MIOPS). Secondly, all of these
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Figure 10: T-app inter-process scalability (10 cores, 8 SSDs)
with an increasing number of T-4KiB-apps (x-axis).

schedulers reach their peak throughput with 10 processes where
all CPU cores become 100% utilized. Lastly, for comparison, we also
show the performance of SPDK that can deliver 5.45 MIOPS with 9
CPU cores, demonstrating an almost 2× performance gap to the next
best I/O scheduler, Kyber. From this experiment, we conclude that the
CPU and associated heavy Linux software stack and I/O schedulers
have become the performance and scalability bottleneck with modern
NVMe devices (O-12). Though this final takeaway message is not a
surprising find, our key contribution is quantifying the gap between
schedulers via controlled experiments where we characterize the
performance of the I/O schedulers under various conditions (CPU
or SSD becoming the bottleneck). For example, between BFQ and
Kyber, there is a performance difference of 2.1×.

Lastly,Howdo I/O schedulers scalewith throughput-bound
applications on a single SSD with large request sizes (64KiB)?
Unlike the prior evaluation, where the CPU becomes the bottle-
neck with the T-4KiB-apps, we repeat the same experiments for
T-64KiB-apps and report that in this scenario all configurations are
SSDs bounded. In these experiments, the performance of all I/O
schedulers is almost identical (not shown in any graph). All the
I/O schedulers are able to saturate the SSD with only 2 processes for
bandwidth-driven workloads (O-13). The None scheduler reaches
a peak throughput of 232KIOPS with only a single T-64KiB-app
process. As the SSD is the bottleneck for the T-64KiB-apps, the
CPU utilization for all I/O schedulers remains low, (less than 2 CPU
cores). BFQ has a slightly higher CPU utilization of 1.3 CPU cores,
8.3% higher than None (1.2 CPU cores).

Answering RQ1 and RQ2 with KF-2: Based on the analysis in
this section, we summarize when the CPU is not the bottleneck, all
schedulers perform similarly. As the CPU progressively becomes a
bottleneck (i.e., 100% utilization), the Linux I/O schedulers can in-
troduce up to 63.4% performance overheads for the throughput, and
more than 50× degradation for P99 latencies over the None sched-
uler. We also report that the presence of multiple SSDs improves
the performance scalability of I/O schedulers due to eschewing the
device-specific locking overheads. Based on these findings we rec-
ommend using Kyber scheduler (lowest CPU overheads) for NVMe
SSDs with modern multicore CPU machines.

5 I/O INTERFERENCEWITH CONCURRENT
WORKLOADS

In this section we investigate RQ3: “how can I/O schedulers help to
control interference in the presence of competing workloads, specifi-
cally latency-vs-bandwidth, and read-vs-write”. Quality-of-service
(QoS) is an essential component of I/O schedulers in multi-tenant
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Figure 11: L-app tail latency with an increasing number of
interfering background applications; Note: scales differ on
the y-axis and they are in Milliseconds!

environments (e.g., defined as SLAs), especially for latency-critical
workloads. However, there is limited literature available on the
QoS of state-of-the-practice I/O schedulers available in Linux with
modern high-speed NVMe SSDs. In this section, we evaluate the
QoS of applications in multi-tenant environments. We define the
QoS as the P99 tail latency for latency-sensitive applications and
the IOPS for throughput-bound applications. The unique aspect of
our study is that we study the mixed settings (mixing latency with
throughput) as well as read-write interference, the latter of which
is unique to flash-based SSDs [20, 26, 33, 40, 46, 52, 56, 57].

5.1 Latency Interference from Concurrent
Read-Write T-4KiB-apps

For latency-sensitive applications (L-apps), it is essential that tail
P99 latency is low and bounded even in the presence of concur-
rent workloads. Below, we determine if Linux I/O schedulers are
able to meet such demands by controlling the interference among
workloads. We devise an experiment in which one foreground
L-app issues I/O requests concurrently with multiple interfering
throughput-heavy T-4KiB-apps and T-64KiB-apps workloads in the
background. Considering that SSD writes and reads typically have
a different performance within flash that can lead to read-write
interference, our background workloads issue both (random) read
and write I/O requests to the SSD.

What kind of bounded P99 latencies do the I/O schedulers
offer when a foreground L-app runs with background read
andwrite T-apps? For this experiment, wemeasure the P99 latency
of a single L-app while we increase the number of background read
and write applications. Figure 11 shows our results of P99 latencies
(y-axis, lower is better) with four different configurations with an
increasing number of background workloads (on the x-axis): (a)
multiple random read T-4KiB-apps (CPU bounded); (b) multiple
random read T-64KiB-apps (SSD bounded); (c) multiple random
write T-4KiB-apps (CPU bounded); and (d) multiple random write

T-64KiB-apps (SSD bounded). From Figure 11 we observe that BFQ
has the lowest P99 read latencies under themajority of the evaluated
scenarios (except for random read T-64KiB-apps), with up to 34.8%
lower latency than None (212.0 𝜇s vs. 138.2 𝜇s). The lower latency
for BFQ holds for small (4KiB) reads and small (4KiB) and large
(64KiB) write requests (O-14). We have two assumptions about why
BFQ achieves low latency for the L-app: (1) the BFQ-specific option
low_latency [1] automatically detects and provides low latency for
latency-sensitive applications, which is enabled by default; and (2)
BFQ gives exclusive access of the SSD to a workload (no concurrent
request dispatching from multiple workloads), which reduces the
interference from other workloads. From Figure 11 (c) and (d) we
also report that Kyber has low latencies with concurrent small
(4KiB) and large (64KiB) write requests (similar performance to
BFQ for writes). However, the latencies are only slightly better than
using the None scheduler for concurrent reads (Figure 11b). The
reason for Kyber’s low P99 latency in the presence of concurrent
writes (Figure 11 (c-d)) is that Kyber prioritizes read requests over
writes [8] under all circumstances. Considering that the L-app solely
issues reads, this means that the foreground L-app is prioritized
among the concurrently writing background workloads. Hence the
L-app with reads is prioritized among the concurrent writers, but is
treated similarly and reaps no benefit with concurrent readers (O-15).

We further identify that the None scheduler is not capable of
bounding or guaranteeing any latency performance, and performs
the worst in multiple scenarios. Specifically with read-write inter-
ferences, as shown in Figure 11 (c-d), the P99 latency deteriorates
very quickly. With 1 background workload, the performance of the
None scheduler is the same as other schedulers. However, as the
number of background workloads increases the gap widens to as
large as 139× (404.8ms for None vs. 2.9ms for BFQ in Figure 11d).

In Figure 11c and Figure 11d, the read latency of MQ-Deadline
increases significantly (up to 32.4× with T-4KiB-apps and 4,142.2×
with T-64KiB-apps) as the number of concurrent write applications
increases. The performance trend is very similar to the performance
trendwhenNone scheduler is used. The reason is thatMQ-Deadline
does not have different priorities between reads and writes, and
does not prioritize one application over the other. Therefore, the
effects of read/write interference are not controlled, as requests are
dispatched summarily to the SSD for both operations as they arrive
in the scheduler. As the SSD becomes the bottleneck with 3-4 con-
current workloads, the I/O latencies reflect the read-write latencies
of the SSD performance with interference. To summarize (KF-3), (i)
BFQ offers better control over interference (lower P99 latencies) for
latency-sensitive workloads (while trading performance, §4) than
other schedulers; (ii) Kyber and BFQ excel in managing read-write
interferences among concurrent workloads. However, Kyber has
poor performance with read-read interference.

5.2 Throughput Interference from Read-Write
Workloads

For throughput-bound applications (T-apps), throughput should be
as high as possible and shared evenly among concurrent applica-
tions. Therefore, we evaluate if a foreground T-app can maintain
a high throughput in the presence of concurrently running back-
ground workloads. We run a single foreground T-4KiB-app with an
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Figure 12: Read throughput (IOPS) of a T-4KiB-app work-
load with an increasing number of interfering background
T-64KiB-app workload. Note: The y-axis is log-scale.

increasing number of concurrent T-64KiB-apps in the background;
hence, introducing workload competition for throughput resources.
Similar to §5.1, we evaluate the interference from both read and
write background workloads. We plot the throughput of the fore-
ground T-4KiB-app in IOPS (y-axis, higher is better) in Figure 12,
with the number of concurrent background T-64KiB-apps increases.

Can I/O schedulers evenly share the IOPS performance
among concurrent throughput bounded (4KiB and 64KiB)
workloads?With the even sharing the expectation is that an IOPS-
driven workload (T-4KiB-app) should observe linearly bandwidth
deterioration as throughput-bounded workloads are run in the
background. Figure 12a demonstrates that none of the schedulers
are capable of offering a bounded and linear IOPS performance
sharing with read-read interference, and the performance of the
foreground workload drops very quickly (the y-axis is logarithmic).
An investigation of the total throughput (sum of the T-app and back-
ground operations) shows that the IOPS is divided equally among the
applications (O-16). However, a point to be noted here is that even
though 4KiB and 64KiB applications both receive equal IOPS, the
64KiB applications get 16× more bandwidth than the 4KiB appli-
cation due to their larger request size. Hence, all schedulers fail
to provide equal bandwidth sharing to ensure a proportional IOPS
sharing among the workloads.

IOPS sharing in the presence of read-write interference is man-
aged better. In Figure 12b we report that Kyber and BFQ offer the high-
est throughput for read operations for the foreground workload (O-17).
We have two key findings. Firstly, None andMQ-Deadline both lead
to read IOPS degradation for the foreground workload in the pres-
ence of read-write interference from the background writer work-
loads. A reason for this is that background writes are faster than the
reads (lower latencies), hence, they can occupy the device’s internal
bandwidth the majority of the time. None and MQ-Deadline do not
have any mechanisms to throttle writes to help reads. In contrast,
Kyber differentiates the two, and prioritizes the reads, hence, main-
taining a flat-line performance for the foreground T-4KiB-app. The
reasons that BFQ leads to a higher throughput are twofold: (1) the
fair sharing where BFQ equally divides the available bandwidth
between applications; (2) BFQ prioritizes interactive applications
(i.e. the foreground app could have been identified as interactive).
Beyond 16 concurrent applications in Figure 12b, a bottleneck can
be identified for BFQ (O-18). The throughput of BFQ decreases by
99.2% between 16 and 32 concurrent applications and averages at
1.2 KIOPS, down from 147.7 KIOPS with 16 background apps. This

leads to a significantly lower throughput than the throughput of
the other schedulers (from 73.9% up to 95.8%). This is a consequence
of its locking overheads as lock contention increases significantly
after 16 processes.

Hence, our findings recommend to (KF-4) (i) use Kyber or BFQ
to control read/write interference; (ii) be aware of concurrency
limits to the schedulers as the CPU becomes 100% occupied, a
configuration that can lead to significant performance losses.

6 KYBER CONFIGURATION EXPLORATION
In the previous sections, we observed that both BFQ andMQ-Deadline
are unable to saturate a single fast SSD because of high CPU
overhead and scalability issues, which makes them unsuitable for
such SSDs. Kyber, on the other hand, is specifically designed for
fast multi-queue devices and has better scalability than BFQ and
MQ-Deadline. Henceforth, we focus the rest of our studies on Kyber.
In particular, we look at configuring Kyber since Linux provides
various configuration parameters for this scheduler. We evaluate
how Kyber’s parameter configuration affects its performance char-
acteristics, and we give guidelines on configuring Kyber in practice,
thus answering how do a scheduler configuration parameters affect
the schedulers’ behavior on competing workloads? (RQ4).

Kyber has two configurable parameters [8], read_lat_nsec (de-
fault = 2ms) and write_lat_nsec (default = 10ms) — we will refer
to them as R lat andW lat. These parameters control the desired or
target request latencies. In order to prioritize a read or a write type
of I/O request, Kyber uses tokens for read and write requests. The
number of tokens helps Kyber to control the maximum number of
I/O requests of a particular type in flight, bounding the size of the
request queue to SSDs, and as a result, the maximum latency for
the I/O request. The number of tokens can not be configured with
Kyber’s parameters directly. Kyber controls the number of tokens
by closely monitoring the current read and write completion laten-
cies and comparing them against the target latencies, i.e., R lat and
W lat. The number of tokens remains the same if both achieved
read and write latencies are lower than the target latencies. If the
completion latency exceeds the target latency, Kyber increases the
number of tokens. Hence, setting a lower target latency for reads
or writes implicitly prioritizes it (by not letting the requests build
up in the queue, thus dispatching it immediately).

The number of tokens for a particular type of request (read or
write) is reduced when (1) the achieved P90 latency for that request
type is lower than the target latency (i.e., this type of request is well
served); and (2) the achieved P99 latency for the other type is higher
than the target latency (i.e., the other request type is badly served).
In this case, Kyber can re-prioritize the badly served request by
reducing the number of tokens for the other type. The minimum
number of tokens for both read and write is 1, and the maximum
number of tokens is 256 for read and 128 for write. We define the
number of read tokens as R Tokens and write tokens asW Tokens.
Below, we investigate how setting Kyber’s target latencies affects
Kyber’s throughput and tail latency.
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Table 2: Kyber configuration impact on the throughput of
a concurrent read and write application (R and W KIOPS).
Highlighted entries are discussed in §6.1.

ID R lat W lat R, in KIOPS W, in KIOPS R Tokens W Tokens

0 2ms 10ms 156.7±5.3 103.4±5.1 256±0 93±7
1 0 s 10ms 189.4±11.5 79.4±2.2 256±0 54±15
2 2ms 0 s 137.8±0.6 114.8±4.2 253±2 128±0
3 0 s 0 s 136.1±1.0 118.5±5.0 256±0 128±0
4 1 s 1 s 137.2±1.8 113.6±5.7 256±0 128±0
5 0 s 1 s 219.9±11.0 70.0±0.3 256±0 1±0
6 1 s 0 s 2.1±0.0 118.8±5.4 1±0 128±0

6.1 Mixing throughput-bound mixed read-write
workloads

Kyber limits the maximum number of concurrent requests on the
device side through the number of tokens. Limiting the number
of requests decreases the throughput, which prevents throughput
saturation and leads to SSD idling. Thus, the hypothesis is that
changing the target latency directly affects the throughput. To test
this hypothesis, we run a foreground T-4KiB-appwith random reads
and a background T-4KiB-app with random writes concurrently.
We issue I/O requests to one SSD and pin each process to a different
CPU core to avoid interference with the process scheduler. Table 2
shows the read andwrite throughput (and accompanying number of
tokens) under various Kyber configurations (identified with unique
IDs). The default configuration is ID 0 (R lat: 2ms,W lat: 10ms).

If we change the default R lat to the minimal value (0), the
read throughput increases significantly (20.9%) at the cost of write
throughput (a 23.2% decrease), a change that is reflected as a signif-
icant decrease in the number of write tokens (93 to 54). Similarly,
when W lat is changed to the minimal value (0), the write through-
put increases significantly (11.0%) at the cost of read throughput (a
12.1% decrease), a change that is reflected as a slight decrease in
the number of read tokens (256 to 253). In short, setting the target
latency to the minimum for a particular type of request (read or write)
leads to a significant increase in the throughput (up to 20.9%) at the
cost of the other type’s throughput degradation (up to 23.2%) (O-19).

In ID 3–4, we set R lat andW lat both to the same unrealistic ex-
treme values, the minimum (0 s, highest priority) and an arbitrarily
high value (1 s, least priority). This leads to the maximum number
of tokens for both reads and writes (256 for read and 128 for write).
Lastly, we set R lat or W lat to 0 s while the other is set to 1 s (ID 5,
6). With this configuration, we try to get the lowest latency possible
for either reads or writes. This configuration leads to a significant
throughput increase for the prioritized target request type (40.3% for
reads, 14.9% for writes), but leads to a significant throughput decrease
for the other type also (98.7% for reads, 32.3% for writes) (O-20).

6.2 Latency-sensitive Read Workload with a
Write-driven Throughput Workload

To investigate how configuring Kyber affects the latency of L-apps
with background write T-4KiB-apps, we run an L-app (read) with a
background T-4KiB-app (write) on a single SSD, with each appli-
cation pinned to a separate CPU core. In Table 3 we show the P99
tail latency in milliseconds of L-apps with the number of W Tokens

Table 3: Kyber configuration impact on read P99 latency in
milliseconds and W tokens (presented in “()”) of an L-app
running with an interfering T-4KiB-app (random write). The
highlighted entries are discussed in §6.2.

W lat

R
la
t

0 s 100 𝜇s 10ms 20ms 100ms
0 s 2.8 (128) 2.7 (119) 1.4 (10) 1.4 (1) 1.6 (1)

50 𝜇s 2.8 (128) 2.7 (119) 1.5 (17) 1.7 (1) 1.6 (1)
100 𝜇s 2.8 (128) 2.8 (116) 1.7 (39) 1.6 (1) 1.5 (1)
500 𝜇s 2.8 (128) 2.7 (118) 1.9 (50) 1.5 (1) 1.5 (1)
10ms 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128)
100ms 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128) 2.8 (128)

shown in parentheses. The chosen W lat is represented with the
columns and the R lat with the rows.

We first find a general trend between the achieved read latency
and the number of W Tokens: the higher the number of W Tokens,
the worse the achieved read latency (O-21). When the R lat is set
to an extremely high value that is unlikely to be reached by the
hardware (in our case higher than 10ms) or the W lat is set to the
minimum value (0), the number of W Tokens is set to the largest
value, i.e., 128, meaning that reads are not prioritized, leading to
high read latency (2.8ms). These entries are shown with gray back-
grounds. When R lat is set to a low value (less than or equal to
500 𝜇s), and the gap between R lat andW lat increases, the number
ofW Tokens decreases (from 128 to 1), meaning that reads are more
prioritized, leading to decreasing read latency (2.8ms to 1.4ms, 50%
lower). These entries are shown with green backgrounds. The larger
the gap between R lat and W lat (R lat is lower than W lat), the more
reads are prioritized, thus improving the achieved read latency (up to
50% lower) (O-22).

6.3 Write-driven Throughput Workload with a
Read Workload

To determine the effect of Kyber’s parameters on throughput-bound
applications in mixed workloads, we use the same experiment as
used for evaluating the effect on latency-sensitive applications, but
this time reporting the write latency for the T-4KiB-app. In Table 4,
we show the result with throughput in KIOPS (higher is better) of
the foreground T-4KiB-app writing workload. The number of write
tokens is already shown in Table 3. Since reads only have QD=1
(L-app), the number of read tokens has no influence on the read
performance, and we do not show the number of R Tokens. The
configured W lat is represented by the columns and the configured
R lat is depicted in the table rows. We observe that the lower the
number of W Tokens, the lower the write throughput. Configuring
W lat to a high value (higher than 10ms for our SSD), while setting
R lat to a low value (less than 500 𝜇s) has a negative impact on the
write throughput (up to 43.5% lower write throughput) (O-23). These
entries are shown with gray backgrounds. If we combine the result
with the previous table, we observe that if Kyber provides lower
read latency, it comes at the cost of write throughput. Thus, when
configuring Kyber for a workload, either read latency or write
throughput can be prioritized, but not both (KF-5).
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Table 4: Kyber configuration impact on write throughput
in KIOPS of a T-4KiB-app running with an interfering L-
app (random read). The highlighted entries are discussed
in §6.3.

W lat

R
la
t

0 s 100 𝜇s 10ms 20ms 100ms
0 s 129.4 103.4 77.3 73.6 73.1

50 𝜇s 116.5 111.6 80.3 71.2 73.3
100 𝜇s 128.8 128.0 82.4 73.2 73.3
500 𝜇s 122.2 115.6 96.0 73.8 73.5
10ms 119.6 130.9 127.5 125.4 131.8
100ms 135.0 123.7 119.7 129.7 118.0

7 RELATEDWORK
On State-of-the-Art I/O Schedulers. In this work, we investi-
gate Linux’s state-of-the-practice I/O schedulers. However, there
is also a vast literature on state-of-the-art schedulers, which are
not included with the default Linux kernel and require domain
expertise. Therefore, we consider such work orthogonal. Modern
SSDs use multiple channels internally to deliver high throughput
and have complex internal mechanisms such as FTL, buffers, and
garbage collection (GC). These idiosyncrasies require more novel
designs than the state-of-the-practice Linux I/O schedulers. Here,
we discuss state-of-the-art schedulers for fair-sharing, low-latency
applications, and schedulers that use flash-specific functionalities.

There are many fair-sharing I/O schedulers [17, 21, 26, 46, 52,
53, 56, 57] that can be used as alternatives for the fair-sharing BFQ
scheduler. Modern SSDs support multiple hardware dispatch queues
and it is necessary to use multiple queues to fully saturate the SSD’s
performance and to provide fair sharing [56]. Additionally, NVMe
features like weight round robin (WRR) allow assigning weights to
applications, which can also be used to guarantee fairness across
applications. This leads to designs that use multiple queues such
as MQFQ [26] and multiple queues with WRR such as D2FQ [56].
We do not measure fair-sharing in this work since most Linux
schedulers do not support it.

There are also a number of state-of-the-art schedulers optimized
for latency-sensitive applications like the L-app used in this pa-
per [27, 39, 42]. Such schedulers can be used instead of the Linux’
Kyber and BFQ schedulers, which both have options to priori-
tize low-latency applications. This includes solutions such as blk-
switch [27], which provide low latency while preserving high total
throughput, and FastResponse [39] that co-designs the I/O stack
and scheduler to reduce cross-layer I/O interference.

Flash-based SSDs have many idiosyncrasies that can be exploited
by schedulers [22, 23, 29, 31, 52, 54]. For example, increasing SSD
longevity by reducing wear-levelling [54] or reducing GC over-
head [22, 23, 29]. Generally, flash-aware schedulers also treat writes
and reads differently because of read/write interference [31, 46].

On Performance Characterizations. Parallel to this work, the
performance of the Linux storage stack is characterized in many pa-
pers. Whitaker et al. [55] characterize the performance of Linux’ I/O
schedulers for ULL non-flash-based SSDs. Their findings confirm
that schedulers inevitably lead to higher latency and lower through-
put. Additionally, this work looks at energy efficiency, where they
find that schedulers have high energy overhead, especially for BFQ.

We extend this work by looking at QoS and looking at the more
common flash storage (ULL SSDs are not widely deployed yet). The
Linux user community has investigated I/O schedulers for SSDs
as well [34], and their work showcases that using no scheduler,
followed by Kyber, leads to the highest throughput and low latency
for applications like MySQL and RocksDB. There are also various
works that do performance characterization of emerging storage
APIs such as io_uring [19, 24, 51]. Our work differentiates itself
in terms of scale, comprehensiveness, and its sole focus on the
performance characterization of Linux storage I/O schedulers.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate if the Linux I/O schedulers fit modern
NVMe SSDs. Our results show that BFQ and MQ-Deadline have
significantly high CPU overhead and scalability issues caused by
locking. Thus, we suggest that BFQ and MQ-Deadline should not
be used with these SSDs. Kyber has lower CPU overhead than BFQ
andMQ-Deadline with near-linear scalability and thus is the best fit
of these SSDs. However, the parameters of Kyber need to be tuned
carefully or Kyber harms the performance. Our analysis focuses
on the Linux I/O schedulers. This work can be expanded in (1)
evaluating how the start-of-the-art I/O schedulers perform on the
flash-basedNVMe SSDs, (2) comparing how different I/O scheduling
algorithms and techniques work on these SSDs and (3) optimizing
the current Linux I/O schedulers to make them SSD-friendly.
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